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Abstract

This paper describes the implementation of the IRISA unit selection-based TTS system for our participation in the Blizzard Challenge 2016. We describe the process followed to build the voices from given data and the architecture of our system. The search is based on an A* algorithm with preselection filters used to reduce the search space. A penalty is introduced in the concatenation cost to block some concatenations based on their phonological class. Moreover, a fuzzy function is used to relax this penalty based on the concatenation quality with respect to the cost distribution.

Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection

1. Introduction

In recent years, research in text-to-speech synthesis essentially focused on two major approaches. The first one is the parametric approach, for which HTS [1] and DNN-based systems [2] are now dominating the academic research in recent years. This method offers advanced control on the signal and produces very intelligible speech but with a low naturalness. The second approach, unit selection, is a refinement of concatenative synthesis [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Speech synthesized with this method features high naturalness and its prosodic quality is unmatched by other methods, as it basically concatenates speech actually produced by a human being.

The challenge for 2016 is to build an expressive voice using children’s audiobooks in English. The main difficulty with audiobooks, and in particular for children, is the change of characters and here the imitation of animals (i.e. roars) as well as other sounds (i.e. bell ringings) that may occur. For instance, in sample data provided, a signal is given to tell the child that he/she has to turn the page. Considering the expressivity of the voice and the different sounds and characters we can find in such books, the main challenge is phone segmentation and expressivity control.

In this paper we present the unit-selection based IRISA system for the Blizzard Challenge 2016. Basically, the system is based on preselection filters to reduce the acoustic unit space to explore and on an A* algorithm to find the best unit sequence. The objective function minimized by the algorithm is composed of a target cost and a join cost. The join cost relies mainly on acoustic features to evaluate the level of spectral resemblance between two voice stimuli, on and around the position of concatenation. For instance, distances based on MFCC coefficients and especially F0 are used [10, 11]. In particular, for the challenge, we have introduced a penalty on units whose concatenation is considered as risky. This follows the work of [12, 13] which showed that artefacts occur more often on some phonemes than others. For this purpose, we define a set of phoneme classes according to their “resistance” to concatenation. A phoneme is called resistant if the phones of its class are usually unlikely to produce artefacts when concatenated. This approach has been originally proposed in the context of rendering script construction in [13] to favor the covering of what has been called “vocalic sandwiches”.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the voice creation process from the given data. Section 3 details the TTS system. Section 4 presents the evaluation and results.

2. General voice creation process

This year, the challenge focuses on audiobook reading for children in English. The goal is then to build a voice based on the 5 hours of speech data provided as a set of wave files with the corresponding text. The very first step has been to clean the text and make sure that it was corresponding to the speech uttered.

Then to build the voice, we first phonetized the text thanks to a grapheme-to-phoneme converter (G2P) and then, using another tool, automatically segmented speech signals according to the resulting expected phonemes. As for the G2P tool, we used eSpeak [14]. Once phonetized, speech signals have been segmented using the language independent segmenter MAUS [15]. We have also used the ROOTS toolkit [16] to store all the necessary information and produce conversions from IPA (output from eSpeak) to the SAMPA alphabet (used by MAUS).

3. The IRISA system

3.1. General architecture

The IRISA TTS system [17], used for the experiments presented in this paper, relies on a unit selection approach with an optimal graph-search algorithm (here an A* algorithm). The optimization function is divided, as usually done, into two distinct parts: a target and a concatenation cost [4] as described below:

\[
U^* = \arg \min_U \left( \sum_{n=1}^{\text{card}(U)} w_n C_t(u_n) + \sum_{n=2}^{\text{card}(U)} v_n C_c(u_{n-1}, u_n) \right)
\]

where \( U^* \) is the best unit sequence according to the cost function and \( u_n \) the candidate unit trying to match the \( n^{th} \) target unit in the candidate sequence \( U \). \( C_t(u_n) \) is the target cost and \( C_c(u_{n-1}, u_n) \) is the concatenation cost. \( W_t, W_c, w_n \) and \( v_n \) are weights for adjusting magnitude for the parameters. Sub-costs are weighted in order to compensate magnitudes of all sub-costs as in [18]. In practice, the weight for each sub-cost \( c \)
is set to $1/\mu_c$, where $\mu_c$ is the mean sub-cost $c$ for all units in the TTS corpus. The problem of tuning these weights is complex and no consensus on the method has emerged yet. [19] is a good review of the most common methods.

### 3.2. Join cost

The concatenation cost $C_c(u,v)$ between units $u$ and $v$ is composed of MFCCs (excluding $\Delta$ and $\Delta\Delta$ coefficients), amplitude, F0, syllable speech rate and syllable F0 level euclidean distances, as below:

$$C_c(u,v) = C_{mfcc}(u,v) + C_{amp}(u,v) + C_{f0}(u,v) + C_{rate}(u,v) + C_{lev}(u,v) + C_{dia}(u,v),$$

where $C_{mfcc}(u,v)$, $C_{amp}(u,v)$, $C_{f0}(u,v)$, $C_{rate}(u,v)$, $C_{lev}(u,v)$ and $C_{dia}(u,v)$ are the sub-costs, resp., for MFCC, amplitude, F0, speech rate, F0 level and dialog section. The speech rate and the F0 mean level are computed on a syllable basis and are averaged on a window of $\pm 1$ syllable around the current phoneme. The dialog sub-cost is a penalty that is added if the phonemes $u$ and $v$ are taken from inconsistent parts of the corpus with respect to the narrative style.

### 3.3. Target cost

For candidate units, we compute a numerical target cost as a weighted sum of the features given in table 1. The features used in the computation are nearly the same as the ones used for preselection as explained in section 3.4. The weights $W_{ec}$ and $W_{cc}$ used in (1) are arbitrarily set to balance the importance of the join cost compared to the target cost.

### 3.4. Preselection filters

When exploring new units in the graph, the algorithm accesses to the corpus via an ordered list of preselection filters, where the role of each filter is to reject speech units which do not respect a given specific property. Their purpose is twofold. First, it considerably prunes the graph explored by the unit selection algorithm, making the selection process faster. Second, it serves as a set of binary target cost functions relying on the assumption that if a unit does not respect the required set of features, it can’t be used for selection. The preselection filters should therefore be seen as part of the cost for a unit. In our system, when no corpus unit (or not enough units) respects a given set of preselection filters, the set is temporarily relaxed (removing one by one the features that seem the less helpful) until units are found. This mechanism ensures finding a path in all cases under the assumption that the whole corpus contains at least one instance of the most basic units, i.e. diphones. In our case, the threshold number of units is set to 100.

In case a diphone is not present in the corpus, a fallback mechanism has been implemented. Precisely, the requested diphone is built artificially by concatenating two phonemes in context of a pause. As it does not take into account co-articulation effects, the result is not excellent but at least, it enables to produce speech. The set of preselection filters we use in this work is the following:

1. Unit label (mandatory).
2. Is the unit a pause (mandatory)?
3. Is the phone nasal?
4. Is the phone long?
5. Is the phone stressed (primary stress)?
6. Is the phone stressed (secondary stress)?
7. Is the phone in a dialog part?
8. Is the phone in the last syllable of its sentence?
9. Is the phone in the last syllable of its breath group?
10. Is the phone in a syllable with a rising intonation?
11. Is the phone in a syllable with a falling intonation?
12. Is the current syllable in word end?

The two first filters, written as mandatory, cannot be relaxed as they represent the minimal information to retrieve units.

### 3.5. Fuzzy concatenation cost

Analysis of synthesized sentences containing artefacts shows that concatenation on some phonemes, especially vowels and semi-vowels, is more likely to engender artefacts than others (plosives and fricatives for example, especially unvoiced ones) [12]. Phonemes featuring voicing, high acoustic energy or important context dependency are generally subject to more distortions. Based on this ascertainment, [13, 20] proposed a corpus covering criterion where the objective is to get a maximum covering of “sandwich units”. A sandwich unit is a sequence of phonemes where one or several syllabic nuclei are surrounded by two phonemes considered as robust to concatenation artefacts. Concerning unit selection concatenation costs, a few work can also be cited, for example [21, 22], but in these works, costs and penalties are not flexible enough. In unit selection, too many constraints generally means loss of quality (e.g. too many preselection filters is to prevent).

In the approach we introduced in [23, 24], we have defined a fuzzy concatenation cost taking into account three phonetic clusters:

- **V (vowel)**: Vowels, on which concatenation is hardly acceptable.
- **A (acceptable)**: Semi-vowels, liquids, nasals, voiced fricatives and schwa. These units are viewed as acceptable concatenation points, but still precarious.
- **R (resistant)**: The remaining phonemes (unvoiced consonants, voiced plosives), where concatenation is definitely possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text related features:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEXT_DIALOG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme position:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAST_OF_BREATHGROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAST_OF_WORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN_CODA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLLABLE_BEGIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORD_BEGIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonological features:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW_STRESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable related features:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAS_CODA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAST_SYLL_OF_SENTENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAST_SYLL_OF_BREATHGROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLLABLE_RISING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLLABLE_FALLING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster related features:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of features used in the target cost
First, we give a fixed penalty to each phoneme class: 0 for phonemes in R, a penalty slightly higher than the highest value $C_v$ observed in the corpus for all phonemes in A. Vowels (V) are given a huge penalty, big enough to prevent compensation by other costs in the candidate sequence. It corresponds to a penalization of candidate units based on the phonemes on which concatenation may be performed if choosing this unit. In this case, a new concatenation cost function $C'_c$ is formulated as:

$$C'_c(u, v) = C_c(u, v) + K(u, v),$$

where $K(u, v) = p(v)$ is the penalty depending on the phoneme that begins the unit $v$ as described before.

In order to relax this penalty when a concatenation between two candidate units is statistically among the best ones, we introduce a fuzzy weighting function, ranging from 0 to 1. It describes how much the unit belongs to one of the clusters defined earlier.

Assuming MFCC, Amplitude and F0 cost distributions follow normal distributions, we define two thresholds for each sub-cost. For instance, the two thresholds $T_0^1$ and $T_0^2$ for the F0 sub-cost may be defined as:

$$T_0^1 = \mu_{C_0} - \sigma_{C_0}$$

$$T_0^2 = \mu_{C_0} + \sigma_{C_0}$$

Formally, the fuzzy function is defined, for the F0 sub-cost:

$$f_{F0}(u, v) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } C_{F0}(u, v) < T_{F0}^1, \\
1 & \text{if } C_{F0}(u, v) > T_{F0}^2, \\
1.0 - \frac{(T_{F0}^2 - C_{F0}(u, v))}{(T_{F0}^2 - T_{F0}^1)} & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}$$

The choice for that tolerance interval is motivated by the observation of real cost distributions. To be complete, the choice of the thresholds should be differentiated depending on the type of sub-cost and optimized separately. In this paper, we used thresholds corresponding to 15% of the distribution for each sub-cost.

The penalty is then modified in the following way:

$$K(u, v) = (f_{MFCC}(u, v) + f_{AMP}(u, v) + f_{F0}(u, v)) \cdot p(v)$$

where $f_{MFCC}(u, v)$, $f_{AMP}(u, v)$ and $f_{F0}(u, v)$ correspond to the fuzzy function of the form described previously respectively for MFCC, amplitude and F0. The value $p(v)$ is still the generic penalty value that depends on the phoneme class and which is not weighted.

With this fuzzy function, the main idea is to decrease the penalty when the unit has a concatenation sub-cost value which is statistically among the best ones. The sub-cost distributions are estimated from the voice corpus by computing concatenation sub-costs for F0, amplitude and MFCC using all the units in the corpus.

### 3.6. Break prediction

As we had no pause prediction module until now and as it is very important for audiobooks, specifically for children, we tried to introduce a simple prediction block in our system. We have chosen to formulate it as a classification task by assigning a label to each word telling if it is followed by a pause or not, and also the type of the pause. To simplify, we make 4 clusters:

- **No Break (NB)**: length less than 120ms;
- **Short Break (SB)**: length between 120ms and 250ms;
- **Medium Break (MB)**: length between 250ms and 550ms;
- **Long Break (LB)**: length greater than 550ms.

To predict those labels, we used a random forest classifier [25] with 100 estimators and 77 features as input which consisted of linguistic features, positional features and also a narrative vs. dialog feature with a window of ±2. We used the Scikit toolkit [26] to learn the classifier.

Using the data provided, the overall accuracy score is 84%. The confusion matrix is given in table 2. As we can observe, NB class is very well predicted with nearly no confusion which is understandable as it is the dominating value in the data set. The most confused class is the SB one. Interestingly, the longer the break, the less confusion. Despite the unbalanced classes, the random forest is doing quite well.

#### Table 2: Normalized confusion matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SB</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>LB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>55.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Evaluation and results

The evaluation assessed a number of criteria (overall impression, speech pauses, intonation, stress, emotion, pleasantness and listening effort) for book paragraphs as well as similarity to the original speaker, naturalness and intelligibility. The evaluation has been conducted for different groups of listeners: paid listeners, speech experts, and volunteers. In this section, we only give results including all participants. In every figure, results for all 17 systems are given. Among the system, we have the following: system A is natural speech, system B is the Festval benchmark system (standard unit selection), system C is the HTS benchmark and system D is a DNN benchmark. System H (in orange on all figures) is the system presented by IRISA.

#### 4.1. Evaluation with paragraphs

Results are shown on figures from 1 to 7. For each criterion, our system achieves average results, except for the speech pauses evaluation (fig. 3) showing a low score. After the submission of speech samples for the evaluation, we have detected a bug in the break prediction module causing an inconsistency between results during the learning step and its use in the synthesis chain. Concerning the other criteria, these average results are likely to be explained by the quality of the phone segmentation. A manual checking revealed an alignment problem that couldn’t be solved before the submission.

#### 4.2. Similarity to original speaker and naturalness

The similarity of the speech produced, as shown on figure 8, is among the best ones with a mean score of 3.6 and the median value at 4. Similarly, naturalness is also quite good as shown on figure 9 with an average of 2.8 and a median of 3. Those results are coherent with the nature of our system. Unit selection uses natural stimuli and consequently preserves the original speaker’s voice.
Figure 1: Mean Opinion Scores, overall impression evaluation, all listeners (from "bad" to "excellent").

Figure 2: Mean Opinion Scores, pleasantness evaluation, all listeners (from "very unpleasant" to "very pleasant").

Figure 3: Mean Opinion Scores, speech pauses evaluation, all listeners (from "speech pauses confusing/unpleasant" to "speech pauses appropriate/pleasant").

Figure 4: Mean Opinion Scores, intonation evaluation, all listeners (from "melody did not fit the sentence type" to "melody fitted the sentence type").

Figure 5: Mean Opinion Scores, stress evaluation, all listeners (from "stress unnatural/confusing" to "stress natural").

Figure 6: Mean Opinion Scores, emotion evaluation, all listeners (from "no expression of emotions" to "authentic expression of emotions").
4.3. Intelligibility

Concerning intelligibility, our system performed poorly compared to the majority of other systems with an average word error rate of 52%. Detailed results are given on figure 10. The main explanation is the low quality of phone segmentation we obtained.

5. Conclusion

We described the unit-selection based IRISA system for the Blizzard challenge 2016. The unit selection method is based on a classic concatenation cost to which we add a fuzzy penalty that depends on phonological features. In order to improve the system, we added specific costs to deal with speech rate, melody and speaking style (narrative and dialog) consistency. Despite the improvements we’ve made, our system obtained average results. The main explanation is that the phone segmentation system we used performed badly on the given data. This was the cause of a drop in nearly all criteria. Concerning pause prediction, we have found a bug in the pause prediction module that will be fixed for next year edition.
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